Peace & Justice Studies Enrollment Application for Majors

Date:_________________

Name: ___________________________    ID #: ______________

Email: ___________________________    Graduation year: __________

Local Address: __________________________________________________________________

Local Telephone: ________________________________

Home Address: __________________________________________________________________

Home Phone: ________________________________

Other majors and/or minors: __________________________________________________________

Topics, issues or concerns you would like to study within PJS:

Past experiences with peace, justice, environmental, human rights, or 'service' organizations:

What type of internship might you be interested in, and why?

Do you plan to study abroad or at another university or program before you graduate from Tufts?

Faculty member(s) you would like to work with or have as a PJS advisor: (Elizabeth Ammons – English; Paul Joseph - Sociology; Pearl Robinson – Political Science; Bruce Hitchner – Classics; Amahl Bishara – Anthropology; Rosalind Shaw – Anthropology; Kathleen Camara – Child Development; Steve Cohen – Education; Dale Bryan - PJS):
Indicate by semester the **required courses** you have completed, or when you might.

**Introductory:** PJS 001 Introduction to Peace and Justice Studies _______

**Intermediate:** One course from each of the following core areas:

A) War and Peace  
   - PJS/ANTH 25 Anthropology and Armed Conflict __________
   - PJS/SOC 120 Sociology of War and Peace _________
   - PS 61 Introduction to International Relations __________
   - PJS/PS 170 Understanding Civil Wars: Internal Wars & Int’l Responses __________

B) Justice  
   - PJS/ANTH 165 After Violence: Truth, Justice and Social Repair _________
   - PJS/ENG 160 Environmental Justice and World Literature _________
   - PJS/SOC 130 Social Justice, Social Inequalities __________
   - PJS/PHIL 141 Global Justice __________
   - PJS 150-01 Introduction to Social Justice __________
   - PJS 150-06 Gender, Sexuality, and Human Rights in the Middle East _________
   - PJS 150-07/PS 188 Race, Ethnicity and US Africa Policy _________
   - PJS 150-10 Introduction to Human Rights __________

C) Violence and Peace in Culture  
   - ANTH 149-07 Practices and Politics of Knowledge in the Middle East _________
   - PJS/ENG 175 War and American Values _________
   - PJS/FAH 002 Art History from 1700 to the Present _________
   - PJS/RUS 75 War Stories __________
   - PHIL 91 War and Terrorism __________
   - PJS/ED 164 Education for Peace and Justice _________
   - PJS/PS 121 Political Culture in Comparative Perspective _________
   - PJS 150-03 Genocide __________
   - PJS 150-03 Interventions in Africa: Violence & Technologies of Repair __________
   - PJS 150-06/RUS/ILVS/WL 91: War Stories _________
   - PJS 150-08 Peace Implementation in Bosnia _________
   - PJS 150-09/HIST 93 Black Panther Party __________

D) Conflict Resolution  
   - PJS 150-05 Introduction to Conflict Resolution _________
   - PJS 131/UEP 130 Negotiation, Mediation, and Conflict Resolution _________

E) Creating Social Change  
   - PJS/ANTH 27 Human Rights in Cultural Context _________
   - PJS/CH 109 Community Action and Social Movements in Public Health _________
   - PJS/HIST 128 Civil Rights Movement _________
   - PJS/SOC 135 Social Movements __________
   - PJS/SOC 111 Making Social Change Happen: Grassroots Activism _________
   - PJS 150-02 Telling the Climate Justice Story _________
   - PJS 150-04/CD 143 Arts, Resilience and Social Justice _________
   - PJS 150-07 The Arab Spring __________
Advanced:
PJS 99 Internship in Social Change Organizations _________
PJS 190 Integrative Seminar in Peace, Justice, and Social Change _________
PJS 198 Senior Honor’s Thesis in Peace and Justice Studies _________
(May be used to replace one of required three electives; Note: students undertaking a thesis must still complete PJS 190 senior seminar)

Electives
Three (only 2 are required if PJS 198 is completed)

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

Note: After completing this application, please contact the PJS Director, Prof. Bruce Hitchner (Eaton 320) and schedule an appointment to discuss with him your interest in PJS. Please get Prof. Hitchner’s signature and return the signed application to the PJS office, 109 Eaton Hall.
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